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ABSTRACT
,

/-

Issues co riling performance expectations in
.

American education are summarized in a staff report of a panel of the
National Commission on Excellence in Education. Discussion topics
included: who is responsible for stating expectations for student
leartiling; whether expectati s for the American educational system,

idiffer significantly from t ose of other advanced industrial..
democracies; andthe impact of clarifying expectations onstudent
perWmance and the behaviOr,of schools/colleges. The panelists

. .,
.

included employers from the public and private sectors; college
faculty' and members of learned societies representing the disciplines
of biology, history, *and foreign languages;,state agencysofficials

.

responsible for,the oversigt of requirements for diplomas;:, and'
representatives of national,independent educational organtWione.
Findings/themes included the following: expectations are a''1=
combination of objectives and standards; employers' expectatons for
pqstsecondary graduates entering white collar jobs reflectesire
fdr generalists, not specialists; there is' considerable repetWon iA
American education; and _there is a national.curriculum, mithacal
and regional variations,-'that is reinforced by expectations.impticit

.,

in the College Board Achievement Tests. (SW)

I
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1.
SUMMARY REPORT

Points otIview or opinions stated in this docu-
ment.do hot necessarily represent official NIE
positionortf policy.

Description of Activity

In the lexicon of the Commission's actiVities, a panel is a pub,lic
seminar, not a hearing at which testimony is taken. A panel involves
t4e discussion of related issues around a broad educational theme. The
discussion takes place in two idiMensions: between expert practitioners
and/or scholars and members of the Commission, and among the
practitioners and'scholars themselves, with the members.of,the
Commission as a listening and learning audience. It is an intense,
day-lOng interchange, with opportunities for questions and comments fOr
the public audience as well.

-"V

The Commission's first panel, "PerformanCe Expectations in American
Education," was conducted at the University of Pennsylt,an0 in
Philadelphia on April 30, 1982. The panel was designed to address one
Of the major elements of the time/content/expectations paradigm Which
the Commission has been using to date as a tentative guide to the
exploration of American education. -

,

In a variety of ways, the discussion focused on five questions:

o Who states expectations for student learning and how do they do
so?

o Are these statements of expectatie ons compatible with one another?,
o Do the statements of expectations for'the American educational

system differ signnificantly from-those of other advanced
,

industrial democracies?
o What are some of the ways id which orgapizations and'groups have
attempted to clarify expectations for learning for the benefit of
students, parents, teachers,.administrators, ]legislators, and
employers?

o-Toes the clarification of expectations have an ,real impact on
student performance or on the.behavior of schools and colleges?

The4panelists were chosen so as ,to bring, four perspectives to bear on
.0.

those questions:

o That of employers'from-both:public and private sectors. We chose
large employers who ran their own education and training programs 4



and who had considerable experience in Assessing the abilities
and skills of incoming employees of all tyres : the Xerox
Corporation(technologically-orientedlAdustry), the CIGNA
Corporation (financial services); and the U.S. Department of
State (interAtional public service). Technology, financial
services, and international orientation, after all, are the three
major forces that, taken together distinguish the AmeriCan 1 J.
economy in the 1980's from that of recent decades.

o That of the Academic-disciplines,.as represented by college
faculty and members of learned societies. Their expectations are
commonly and most widely expressed through de. facto, hlational

-

'4 examinations such as the: College. Board AchieVement Tests for high
school seniors, examinations, it was assumed; that represent a.
consensus:of what students should know or be able to do at the
key juncture between secondary and,postsecondary education.

I
In advancelpf the panel discussion, we asked representatives of
three academic diSciplines representingsthree different types of
knoWledgeBiology, History,''and Foreign LangUageS--to write a
paper that comparedcollege entrance examinations in their
disciplines in four,countries (the U.S., Great Britain, France,
and West Germany)-and that'worked the International Baccalaureate
Examination into the comparison. The paper was the 'basis of-
their-discussion with the.Comissioners.

o'That. of ,state agencies with legal .responsibility for the
oversight of requirements 'for diplomas of various.kinds. While
recognizing that curriculum and standard-setting are 'local
responsibilities in. American educationstate agencies can.mand do
assume leadership roles in assisting schools and colleges in
defining specific expectat onsfor student learning.

The 0 io Articulation Comill ion., a joint effbrt of the. Ohio
Boar of Regehts and the Ohi .Department of .Education, was asked
to present its 'experience in estaMishing curricular '" A
expectations, for college-bound students. Prior.to the,panel
discussion, theCommissiOners received, the final report of the
Ohio g oup.

o'That nationaPindependent.educational organizations which
often provide a broad consensus concerning performance
expectations, as well as the leadership upon which states and
local institutions inay-draw. Project EQuality of the College

rd set out to reach consensus on .the desired'outcomes of
leo ndary"educationv and to express those outcomes in such a
detailed manner that student a vement cpuld be validated.-. We
askeda representative of the Col ege Board to present that
experience; and prior to the p discussion, the Commiisionerl
received the definition f"Ba ic Academic Competenciee.as
developedby Project EQuality.

Prompted by questions from the audience,, as well as by questions and
observations, of Commissioners and Commission staff, the discussion also



considered: (1) the lessons of collaborations between colleges and,,
corporations such as the joint liberal arts program for clerical .
employees involving "the'University of Pennsylvania and PIGNA; (2) the
Itranslation of educational expectations'into curriculum; (3) faculty and
teaching staff development tobolster articulation efforts; (4) the
place and'use of technology in realizing educational expectations; and
(5) the function of internships for both teachers and students.

.Findings /Themes of the Panel Discussions.

,

1. "Expectations" ad a governing concept for the analysis of American
,education is a combination of objectives. and standards:

Educational objectives are stated in forms that(range from pious
platitudes to highly. detailed descriptions of discrete abilities:
The degree of generality.in >the statement of these Objectives varies'
in direct proportion to the distance froth the classroom of the person
who is-stating the objedtives. The more general the statement of
objectives, the more difficult it is to translate them into
curriculum. ; .

Educational standards, as expectations, are expressed in two ways in.
our system:

o As a function of time x content, i.e. so any units orcredits of
a subject; and

o As the - level of achievement An a subject.

While the first of these is the most frequent form of expressing
standards in American education, it, is also a form which is
increasingly at odds with the.-desires ofeducators, employeie, and
parents. The very formulation,time x content, may stand inthe way
'of achieVihgexcellence.

2. Employers' expectations for thoSe entering the white collar workforce
from oostseeondary education reflect a desire-forgeneralists,

,
not specialists.

CorporationS'and pub;?c agencies expectto offer the opportunity for
dcuation and training, if not to demand it. In other words; they do

- not expect schools and collegesto do everything. But directly
(through_ recruitment literature and personnelpolicies) and
indirectly (through the forms and content of their gown education and
training programs) 'employers have expressed two types of expectations
thattheeducation system should-address: . 4

q06;ledges/abiiities, specifically:

O knowledge of. change, i.e. how to look for and undertake an
analysis of chalige;

a understanding of the nfture of evidence-and what constitutes
adequate'evidence in the several broad areas of knowledge;

.

o holistic and creative thinking abilities; imagin4tionve,
o differential perspective, i.e. the ability to, set existing

c.



knOWledgeTand analysis; in bioad or new cohteXte.

Traits/attitude specifically: .,,,',

o comfort wi change; adaptability;
sf

o tolerance for ambiguity and uncertainty;
o the ability tb learn, ocanpniCate, and work in-groups;
o persistence in coming to closure on/an idea or issue;
o enthuaasm for work.,

The first ,type of expectation, Zt was agreed, can be directly
addressed in curricula lind starting at an, early point in one'S
educational career: Th second type, however, is more a.result of
"hidden urricula," reflecting values and desired behaviors that may
be pr cied by educational.institutions.

These expectations also apply to those who do-not g0 onto college or
to those who .receive technical training in,twO"year colleges or the
military and subsequently enter-induStryInlaige corporations
there is a quiet revolution in Manage*ent,goingon; a thinning out of
the middle layers,, which means that responsibility fot:problem
solving gets pushed to lower'levels'of the organization, thus.
requiring the average technical worker4tO develop whit we now think
of as managerial Skills and attitudes.EmplOyers are very effective
at screening out even Collegestudents who:don't know whether the
calculator they are using is4unCtioning:Properly" or graduate
students "who thiik that LitinAmerida is onecountry.".,

3.- There is considerable repetition im,American education, evidenced not
only in remedial courses on the college level but a/Sp-in the courses
offered by employers that repeat material thAt:,should hive been
Covered earlie.'.,Probleme with communications skills, for example,
extend across all compdhent's of the'entering-workforce, with
clerical, sales. And pan4gerial components being the most'notable in
deficiencies. But even:2in more "advanced"content,aieas, employers
find the need to provide'"re-education," e.g.., in mathematics and
computer7related courses (including elementary probability and matrix
algebra), in foreign languages, and in economics.

.

J
e-There' are two perspectives on repetition in AmeriCan education:,

ft*
o Unnecessary repetition, i.e. that which occuis.when.somonels

previois'preparation'is deficient. This is very costly and
undercuts productivity. It is part of what the Japanese call
"scrap,"i,concept that includes the wast of time, effort, OPN
space.

o Necessary repetition, i.e. that which offers the second and third
.chernce in:American'education. Front this perepective, too,
'repetitionaddressesfboth the process of forgetting ap:a result
Of not 'using.knowledge anct,the need for:exposure to new knowledge
throug

4. We in fact have a'national curriculum (with local and regional
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variati.o.p4 tgiiilf;*einforced by expectations implicit in'the,
CollegeBdarOchievement Tests (even though only .20% of our;bigh.
school' graduates take them). While we recognize that,perfogtanCa
ftes rise to meet stated expectations within the educational system,'
we Seem-to have no desire to engolirce or control this curricultim!or to
involie the 'achievement tests as a-national institution. When states
seek, to' control curricula, they are driVen to do so primarily. by

' budgetary considerations, but ,they seem to -be relatively timid,heyond
the basic skills requirements.

,

. There seailiko be three barriers to innovations in statements of;
educational expectations

*

o'a wait-and-see posture,
;

the classic/resistance to change;
o a lack of communication letween s ctors of educationN(though

efforts such as those in Ohio a'those-of the College Board are
,seeking to rectify the situat on);

o cost implications, including t e necessary development of. new
-,

,tests.

In addition, the anticipated roilMent decline at all levels of
education has a negative eff .tcon e motivatiqns of educators to
accept the implicattions of w and e precise statements of
expectations._, i.

6. The question of who cle im. excellence determines. what i defined.
If, for example, exami4at ons state expectations for le ing, then
those who write the'ex ations control definit n. College
professord write CEEB ac ievement tests for uentS whom_they expect
to continue st'udying th subject matter. Employers design intake
examinations and intery ews to include not merely subtbct 'matter
knowledge but also int rpersonal skills; and excellenCe thus takes on
a' slightly different p st in the workplace.

7. It is possible to daf e excellence in education in terms of
productivity, follow g Demming's law of output as/the total of.
"usable' activities." That means the elimination of "scrap," i.e.
unusable activities. But. we cannot achieve excellence in education
in these terms unti we train- managers and leaders in how to set
standards, how to d fine "what's good," and then to define :what's
better."

Issues for the' Finial eport
,

1. The anachronism o a time -based system of credits and credentials in
American educatio This is an extaordinarily complex issue that
goes to the he= of the Commitsion's inquiry. If one Substitutes
attainment for t e as a criterion for credentials (at least beyond
ta7:taFRContiOu sory schooling), the effects on examination systems,
school and colle e organization, the academid workforce,.and the
delivery Ofcurr.cula are substantial. , There is also a damaging.
tendency, For ed catort:to: translate ."attainment".into "minimum
competency," an that is obviously not what the omMissiOn means by
"attainment.'
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.However difficult and-complex the issue, it is now Apparent that the
Commissipn must address it in the final ;report and,provide Some bold
recommendations.

2. Repetition v. Redundancy in American education. In both its'
I.-

descriptive sections and its recommendations, thefinal report of the
Commission should consider'what types of repetition in education
serve to,advance liilkning'in productive ways and what types are'
unnecessary, costly for the system, and ultimately redUndant, . .

underCut productivity. We recognize', for:eXample, that American.
'history is' taught at a number of points in the schooling process,
from elementary to undergraduate each time at a different level of

(1
Soi5histication. 'That may be a producti#e repetition. BUt if
corpritiOns are looking for ge eralists and if:they are offering
elaborate.. education programs in sales, marketing, insurance-and
Management to peOple who already possess undergraduate e rees in
these fields, we may be dealing with another kind of repetition that,
i0 less productive. The Commission is looking,atAme ican educatioh
as'a system, and thus the question of repetition in t e system cannot
.be Avoided. This systemic analysis also suggests very strbn y that
thediscUssion,of the education of teen-aged'yOuthbannot,
conducted'independently of-their potential further education As.
adults.: 9 .4,'

. -

it may be that petition occurs because we forget what we have
,, learne$1,and that knowledge loss is a very natural Phenomenon; .Some'
people have sought to explain knowledge loss:by lack of use Others.
have said that the utility of knowledge, is -not the only reason for
cUrr*ulUM. The Commission9may thus chOose to address the issue of
repetition in'terms of both time, and content, i. . reexamlne the
`traditional curricultm.and why:we,teachcerta' subjects When we do.

Whiie.thsCommiss on may not beready to ihv ke any national syStem
of examinations, defI'ne OpectationS, it ka wish to confider the
issue of raising equality and.demAndstd examinations currently in
use throUgh'a more udicious balailcing'bf essay and objective
quedtions. The Ass is Whether raising,the-quality f
examinations calvse 'sAperformahce,expeciAtions.

C" .

`Allied .to this questio
,

e-potential use of exper N
examinations :that asses dEitch knowledge and abilities, analysis-Of
change,breativitY,-And differential perspective. If the Commission
wishes to:AgreecwithTthose who expect suChibilities in. college
graduates (if not high school graduates), it should have a sense of
how.we have atteOpted.to measure these abilities.

. \'
,

.
.,

,4. Coo eration and communication between the,sectors of 'education. The
Ph ladelphia discussion pointed to the need of increased cooperation,
'no merely between-secondary and postsecondary institutions, but also

ween educational institutions and employers Of all kinds.

This communication And booperation, 'it appears, can address-issuesbl
articulation (thus eliminating redundanCies between sChOolicollege'

'

And employer programs)4 the potential Orinternshipsv:the:more

4
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effective use of secondareschool ounselors and, mo imporiantly in
this context, the reduction of diss nance in statements of
expectaiions that arise from sc man sources in Americansodiety.


